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BC THERAPEUTIC TOUCH NETWORK SOCIETY
Presents:

DEEPENING OUR TT PRACTICE
With

Diane May RN, QTTT, TTRT

SATURDAY - MAY 1, 2021
Saturday Workshop 10am – 3pm PST (includes one hour lunch break)
Diane May RN, QTTT, RT

is a true healer for our time, blending
entrepreneurial skills with her passion for teaching
to help others help themselves. The author of the
popular Therapeutic Touch Handbook series, she
brings 35 years of experience with TT and combines
her extensive background in the field of human
energy work, and management and administration
to create highly successful workshops on three
continents, teaching over 78,000. Diane is the Past President of both TTNO and
Therapeutic Touch International Association (TTIA).

Workshop: "CRACKING THE CODE OF HEALING"
The word “code” in computer science, often brings to mind something secret,
mysterious, available only to a chosen few, hard to understand, having its own language
and instructions, but no dictionary or translator. “Healing” can seem just as inscrutable.
In healing, rather than the instructions being laid out beforehand, there is dynamism in
creating the code (instructions) as a session progresses. This primarily experiential
session is designed to help you identify your own Code of Healing. Explore your own
obstacles/resistances and create a way through them. We will review the Theory of
Healing and Shifts in Consciousness, then broaden perspectives by creating more
familiarity with this information and move forward, incorporating the Inner Self in this
process. Take a mental step back to look at the bigger picture and spend time being with
those thoughts. Make these concepts your own and describe concepts in your own
words while understanding their relation to the recently developed language, moving
your practice to another level.

Complete on-line registration form at
www.bctherapeutictouch.com
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